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The Northern Gals: Legging up Your Horses
(3 min. read)

This winter has been ROUGH on us, Northern Gals! Between the ‘Polar Vortex’ and record snow-fall, 
finding ride time has been challenging to say the least. 

We both believe a month is a great amount of time to let your ‘horses be horses.’ Turn them out to 
pasture and give them some time off, physically and mentally. When coming back from a 4-week 
break, it’s extremely important to bring them back into shape, slowly and safely. 

Tips and Tricks: 

Just getting back into the ‘swing’ of things… Light riding:  
• Light riding for 2 weeks, 3-4 times a week 
• We won’t ride if it’s under 10 degrees (windchill included). If it hurts
   our lungs when we take a deep breath outside, it’s probably not great
   for our horses to exercise in those temperatures! 
• Lunging: Walk/Trot
• Long-trotting (5 minutes both directions) 
• Walk drills 
• Limit riding time to 20 minutes

When we are no longer ‘huffing and puffing’… Moderate exercise:  
• Moderate riding for the next 2 weeks, 4-5 times a week
• Long trotting (10 minutes both directions) 
• Lope CORRECT circles or squares (5 minutes both directions) 
 - Work on collection
 - Work on correct body movement
• Walk, trot drills 
 
Back at it! … Heavy/normal work load: 
• ‘Heavy’ riding for the next 2 weeks, 6-7 times a week
• Trail riding difficult terrain (hills, etc.)
• Long trotting (10 minute both directions) If you have a field with deep snow, this will help shorten up       
   the length of time this exercise takes! 
• Lope CORRECT circles or squares (10 minutes both directions)
 - Work on collection
 - Work on correct body movement
• Walk, trot, and lope drills

Before this year, we had not written down a plan of action. After finally sitting down mid-January, we 
were able to come up with a routine that has helped us stay on track for our summer goals. Write your 
routine down and it will become a reality!

What is your ‘legging up’ routine?


